Disinformation and the 2020 US Election

Though we can trace problems of information disorder throughout human history, many theorists agree that online communication, social media, and changes in mainstream media production—together with decreasing trust in institutions—have led to fundamental differences in the ways humans transmit information, both true and false. Four years have passed since deceptive communication bubbled to the surface of the US political conversation, leading to a massive wave of scholarship about dis- and misinformation. In the final stretch of another US election cycle—this one overshadowed by the Covid-19 “infodemic”—what has changed? What questions have researchers managed to answer since our initial publication? What are the crucial issues we still do not understand?

As with other issues in disinformation studies (and social science in general), it’s often hard to make definitive statements, especially about trends that we see playing out in front of us. Hard data are extremely difficult to come by for researchers outside the social media platforms, and it’s even harder to establish cause-and-effect by looking at people’s media consumption. For example, researchers are still hotly debating whether or not Russian social media operations had a measurable effect on the US 2016 election. There’s still no solid evidence that they did, even though, as Karpf (2019) notes, the secondary effects of our fears are perhaps more significant (see also Lim 2020). In 2020, intelligence officials and researchers have said Russia is again attempting to influence the US presidential election (Kim 2020; Goldman et al. 2020; Sanger and Barnes 2020). Kim found that a Russian campaign was using a mix of old and new strategies, but that its trolls had become more sophisticated in their mimicry of US domestic content and their use of nonpolitical material to conceal themselves. US intelligence officials have also warned that Iran and China may meddle in US politics to advance their interests, which are different from Russia’s (DNI 2020a, 2020b; see also Kirby 2020; and see Martin, Shapiro, and Ilhardt 2020 for a comprehensive dataset of foreign influence efforts).

One of the major disinformation themes of 2020 relates to mail-in and absentee voting (OSoMe 2020). Such measures are essential to democracy due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
but as with other aspects of the pandemic, they have become highly politicized. A variety of disinformation narratives have emerged from right-wing voices about mail-in voting or “ballot harvesting.” These narratives—amplified by prominent voices and media elites—cast doubt on the voting process itself (Kennedy et al. 2020; Garcia-Camargo et al. 2020; Benkler et al. 2020). Some observers have feared that they could contribute to the likelihood of an ugly contested election. Though the Covid-19 context is new, these narratives fit longstanding patterns of unsubstantiated claims of “voter fraud” coming from the political right, and support voter suppression efforts frequently aimed at “historically disenfranchised communities, including communities of color, low-income communities, and immigrant communities” (Vandewalker 2020), groups that often support Democratic candidates. “Voter fraud” stories also appear on networks of so-called “pink slime” journalism sites, which are conservative-backed outlets that masquerade as local sites, but feature algorithmically generated news and conservative platform perspectives (Bengani 2019, 2020). Black voters have been targeted by other “voter depression” efforts aimed at instilling apathy and discouraging people from voting (Glaser 2020; Youn 2020).

As in 2016, this year has also seen disinformation activity aimed at inflaming racial tensions in the US, directed in part at progressive and Black activists, but also at the white supremacists and neo-Nazis who oppose them in attempts to provoke violence (Collins, Zadrozny, and Saliba 2020; McBride and Stern 2020; Seitz 2020; Collins-Dexter 2020). While much of the popular worry surrounding BLM-centric disinformation in 2016 centered around Russia, as Osei-Opare (2020) explains, fears of foreigners stoking racial tensions in the US play on “old tropes about Black people being politically gullible and vulnerable to foreign meddling.” Rather than embracing unfounded fears of a Kremlin bogeyman, Osei-Opare argues, we must focus on confronting the systemic racism of a society that treats Black lives as expendable.

Elsewhere on the domestic disinformation front, engagement on Facebook with outlets publishing disinformation disguised as journalism remains high, according to an October 2020 study by the German Marshall Fund, with engagement up 102 percent since the same period in 2016 (Kornbluh, Goldstein, and Weiner 2020). The right wing of the US media spectrum remains saturated with dis- and misinformation and highly biased news, as it did in the 2016 election cycle. Research found that consumers of conservative media were more likely to believe Covid-19 conspiracies, and higher Fox News viewership in an area correlated with fewer people staying home (Ingraham 2020; Jamieson and Albarracin 2020; Simonov et al. 2020). A recent report from the Observatory on Social Media at the University of Indiana found that nearly 80 percent of their survey participants had encountered at least one of five common false narratives, and that a majority of people in their survey believed at least one of those. “More self-identified Republicans and Independents believed all five [false] narratives than Democrats,” the authors found.
Right-wing commentators, amplified by Breitbart and Fox, have stoked baseless fears of leftist coup attempts, leading some observers to fear right-wing violence related to the election (Alba 2020).

In another evolution, both sides of the political spectrum are paying social media influencers to push messages and express support for their platforms, and are frequently concealing those payments, according to a recent report by Goodwin, Joseff, and Woolley (2020). “This amounts to a new and growing form of ‘inorganic’ information operations—elite-dictated propaganda through trusted social media spokespersons,” they found.

Another potential tactical evolution is the use of fake or low-quality academic journals to spread false information under the guise of valid research, though it is still too early to tell if this practice is really occurring, and how deliberate it is. The FBI (2020) issued a warning in October, mentioning the 2020 US election in particular, and other social-media watchers have sounded alarms about “weaponized” scientific or pseudoscientific preprints (Stein 2020; see also Gitlin 2020), though again, it is unclear if those warnings are well founded. This is a separate issue from academic journals unintentionally publishing flawed research that makes it through their peer review processes. That would fall under our definition of “misinformation,” and this year has seen numerous retractions related to Covid-19 research, including two very high-profile papers (Soltani and Patini 2020).

In their struggle to moderate content on their platforms, the major US social media have made some changes spurred by the Covid-19 pandemic and infodemic (Donovan and Wardle 2020), and have taken more aggressive measures to limit conspiratorial, false, and some kinds of political content online. For example, Facebook has taken some actions against a prominent conspiracy theory named after a letter of the alphabet, and Twitter has banned “political” advertising. But both Facebook and Twitter have not yet shown that they are willing to make enough investment in content moderation to maintain healthy information environments—their business models, as with other social media, are predicated on engagement, and engagement so far has meant polarizing and inflammatory content.

Further, as evidenced by the report from Kornbluh, Goldstein and Weiner, people circulating bogus content on social media is by no means the only problem. Problematic news outlets ranging from outright false fringe web publications to highly distorted professional channels like Fox are major contributors to our highly polarized and toxic information environment. Lastly, as with mainstream media outlets, elites and political operatives continue to play an outsized role in the spread of harmful—and in some cases fatal—information. Recent examples include the pro-Trump teen “troll factory” taken down by Facebook and Twitter (CNetS 2020), the rumors of a leftist coup promulgated by a radio host and other outlets, and Project Veritas’ amplification of false narratives about mail
voting. Specific to the Covid-19 pandemic, a Cornell study determined that Trump “was likely the largest driver of the COVID-19 misinformation ‘infodemic’” (Evanega et al. 2020).

As of this writing, it remains to be seen who will win the 2020 US election. But one thing is clear: Disinformation is not going away. In highly polarized contexts, the benefits to politicians of spouting false information outweigh the risks, and until that changes, they will continue to do so. We’ve seen disinformation aimed at Black Lives Matter activists and the white supremacists who oppose them, showing how disinformation both arises from and inflames structural inequalities. While many Covid-19 dis- and misinformation narratives reflect the ways the pandemic has become politicized, other aspects of the “infodemic” show that commercial and pseudo-scientific dis- and misinformation remain issues of global concern. Vaccine hesitancy, coupled with the inherent complexities of vaccine development, and the difficulty of conveying uncertainty in scientific communication, already looms as a major issue even before a Covid-19 vaccine is released.

In truth, disinformation has always been with us, though the affordances of social media have renewed its potential. The events of the last year have done nothing to show this is likely to change. The longstanding and complex issues discussed above, compounded by continuing issues with platform governance and a lack of comprehensive mitigation strategies (Kornbluh and Goodman 2020), indicate that it will continue to be a significant societal concern for some time.

Introduction

One of the promises of the internet has been that anyone with a device and a data connection can find an audience. Until relatively recently, many social scientists and activists joined technologists in their optimism that social media and digital publishing would connect the world, give a voice to marginalized communities, bridge social and cultural divides, and topple authoritarian regimes.

Reality has proven to be far more complicated. Despite that theoretical access to audience, enormous asymmetries and disparities persist in the way information is produced. Elites, authoritarian regimes, and corporations still have greater influence and access to communicative power. Those elites have retained their ability to inject favorable narratives into the massive media conglomerates that still dominate mediascapes in much of the world. At the same time, we have observed the darker side of the internet’s democratic promise of audience. In a variety of global contexts, we see political extremists, hate groups, and misguided health activists recruiting members, vilifying minorities, and spreading misinformation. These online activities can have very real life-or-death consequences offline, including mass shootings, ethnic strife, disease outbreaks, and social upheaval.
Research into mis- and disinformation is extremely difficult, because by its very nature, disinformation attempts to conceal its origins and motivations. In part because of these difficulties, the findings of individual research projects in this area frequently seem contradictory. However, as Ruths (2019) notes, it is important to view these individual findings as describing different elements of the same process of creating and spreading disinformation. The goal of this research review is exactly that—to describe emerging research consensus on the process of producing disinformation online. After an overview of recent research on producers of disinformation, and their commercial and political motivations, we suggest some avenues for future research. As a reminder, MediaWell provisionally defines “disinformation” as a rhetorical strategy that produces and disseminates false or misleading information in a deliberate effort to confuse, influence, harm, mobilize, or demobilize a target audience. (For more on this complex topic, see our literature review on Defining “Disinformation.”)

We outline several points of scholarly consensus about disinformation below. The following are some of the key takeaways:

- Governments and individuals have produced disinformation throughout history, and in some ways disinformation in mass media is a very old problem. That said, the internet and social media are opening up new possibilities for spreading false or misleading narratives.
- Individuals and institutions who produce disinformation may do so for either financial or ideological reasons. However, the line between those motivations can be somewhat blurry.
- We do not know what effects disinformation campaigns actually have on societies and elections. The extent to which a disinformation campaign, on its own, might be able to sway an election is undetermined. However, disinformation campaigns contribute to (and stem from) environments of distrust in institutions, and that distrust has implications for how societies govern themselves.

Disinformation in the internet age

Disinformation has a lengthy and enduring history. For example, a completely fabricated document purporting to describe an international Jewish conspiracy emerged in Russia at the beginning of the twentieth century and has influenced anti-Semitic and conspiratorial rhetoric to this day. At times, sensationalism bordering on fakery has been an important tactic for news outlets seeking to boost circulation—US newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst is credited with building support for war against Spain in the late 1890s with false and inflammatory reporting (Cull 2003), an example that bridges both political
and commercial motivations.

Scholars of media systems generally agree that disinformation is different in the internet age. Despite diversity in the content and producers of disinformation, researchers are beginning to point to emerging patterns. It’s worth mentioning, however, that the internet (or Facebook, or any particular technology) is not the problem in and of itself. As Benkler, Faris, and Roberts (2018) remark, countries with more functional media landscapes than the US, and different cultural ways of making sense of the world, will have different experiences as their mediascapes evolve with these new technologies.

There are a number of factors that contribute to contemporary disinformation environments, and we address a few of them below:

- Increasing affective polarization may be related to increasing disinformation.
- The internet facilitates certain kinds of concealment or anonymity.
- Disinformation producers may exploit changes in journalistic standards and regulatory regimes, as well as varying levels of digital literacy.
- Disinformation producers can more easily make their messages appear organic and distributed among many sources.

The amount, spread, and prominence of disinformation certainly appear to be trending higher in some contexts, along with increased affective polarization (for more, see our literature review on Contexts of Misinformation) and a rise in extremist discourse. It seems as if there may be some relationships between polarization and dis- and misinformation, though the existence and exact natures of those relationships remain elusive and further research is needed to explore them (Iyengar, Sood, and Lelkes 2012; Iyengar and Westwood 2015; Rogowski and Sutherland 2016; Tucker et al. 2018).

Next, the internet allows certain kinds of concealment. While anonymous or pseudonymous publication has been possible for a long time, the internet allows more people to be anonymous or pretend to be someone else entirely. In itself, this anonymity is not a bad thing. It allows vulnerable people to connect with others and explore their identities, enables political activism in repressive environments, and promotes the exchange of unorthodox ideas. But it also helps the creators of disinformation narratives make it appear that their messages are coming from dozens or hundreds of organic voices instead of a handful of news outlets or government bureaus. Anonymity also facilitates the spread of ideas that may seem bizarre or extreme, like conspiracy theories. Once in the social media ecosystems, these narratives spread further, and a few are then amplified by professional media, politicians, and political action committees (Crosset, Tanner, and Campana 2018; Farrell et al. 2019; Gray 2012; Phillips 2018; Sobieraj 2019; Tucker et al. 2018).
Journalistic standards and journalists’ understandings of professionalism have shaped the contexts in which audience members assess the reliability of information. These journalistic standards and understandings have developed over decades, and have simultaneously enabled news consumers to set their expectations for news and allowed publishers to establish lucrative informational monopolies. These standards have changed over time, and they can vary widely from country to country, but the digital age has ushered in major changes to the ways that news is produced and paid for, and these changes may have implications for how people assess credibility (Donsbach and Klett 1993; Jahng and Littau 2015; Russell 2010, 2011; Usher and Carlson 2018; Waisbord 2013). Similarly, societies have also come to rely on various regulatory institutions to set standards for mass media producers. While some countries have stricter regulations, including overt media censorship, others may rely more on libel laws and courts to enforce standards. In the US, for example, the FCC equal time rule requires that broadcasters using public airwaves must offer equal advertising sales to all candidates for an office (McCraw 2009; see McChesney 1995 for a history of mass media regulation in the US).

Unpacking the roles of journalistic standards and regulations and cultural norms in how people assess news would require its own literature review (if not several books), but the key takeaway is this: journalistic standards, regulations, and cultural norms help shape how we assess information—what we might call our media literacy, or news literacy, or digital literacy. Changes to the news industry and new information technologies have disrupted some (but by no means all) of that background. Producers of disinformation have taken advantage of those disruptions to help propagate their preferred narratives. Some information consumers adapt to new realities more quickly than others, making certain demographics more vulnerable to disinformation tactics. This has been particularly evident in the US among news consumers 65 and older, who are far more likely to spread dis- and misinformation narratives on Facebook (Guess, Nagler, and Tucker 2019; see also Filipec 2019, with similar findings from the Czech Republic about email).

The last crucial difference about disinformation in the digital age is that the origin of these messages is often distributed—or appears to be distributed—among a variety of social media accounts, user reviews, online news outlets, and other online expressions. Disinformation narratives may propagate via individual trolls on platforms like Reddit or 4chan, or simultaneously through connected and coordinated disinformation accounts on other platforms. From there they may bounce to outlets like Drudge, and some more prominent narratives might make their way to mainstream professional media outlets, where false narratives gain exposure and legitimacy even when they are the subjects of reports trying to debunk them (Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018; Marwick and Lewis 2017; Phillips 2018). For professional news organizations, it takes money and effort by journalists to expose the operators of “fake news” sites like the Macedonian teenagers’ network. Individual internet
users (and many news outlets) are not capable of investing those resources. The social networks’ automated detection methods are improving, and they have partnered with a variety of fact-checking organizations. But given the relatively minimal costs and risks associated with running a network of bogus, anonymous social media accounts, the scale of the problem is significant.

Who produces disinformation, and why?

A very wide variety of actors produces disinformation, but we can often reduce their motivations to two broad categories: money and power. As we discuss below, much of the disinformation circulating in recent years is motivated by commercial gain or by attempts to consolidate political power, sway elections, and drive wedges between opponents. The same is true of many historical episodes of disinformation. Wardle and Derakhshan (2017) have also proposed “social” and “psychological” motivation categories. The former would involve making connections with an online or offline group, and the latter would involve gaining “prestige or reinforcement.” Trolling would seem to fit in either one, or both, of those categories. However, definitions of trolling and trolls have evolved in the recent history of the internet, and references to Russian or Iranian political trolls and “troll farms,” for example, do not match older understandings of trolling as provocation for entertainment (for more, see our literature review on Defining “Disinformation”).

While we often know little about the actual individuals who create disinformation in text, visuals, and audio media, researchers, intelligence officials, and journalists have been able to link disinformation narratives to the entities that sponsor them. Those have included governments, militaries, and intelligence agencies; political parties; commercial interests and scammers; and advocacy groups and hate groups. Alongside individual trolls, these actors often act together or through one another—not necessarily in a coordinated or conscious fashion, but picking up on one another’s tactics and narratives. One example would be the “Pizzagate” incident. Early forms of a conspiracy theory involving Hillary Clinton and a purported pedophile group initially circulated on extremist social media, fueled by trolls and political extremists. They were then picked up on commercial clickbait sites, spread on Facebook, and amplified by Trump allies. After Russian intelligence agents hacked the Democratic National Committee and released its emails through WikiLeaks, the narrative eventually coalesced on 4chan around the idea that a pedophile ring linked to the Clinton campaign operated out of a Washington, DC, pizza parlor. After an armed man entered the restaurant saying he was investigating the claims, that false narrative became amplified by the mainstream media. This one incident shows the potential interconnections among individual trolls, social media platforms from 4chan to Facebook, clickbait sites, mainstream and fringe media, foreign intelligence agencies, political campaigns, and
citizens willing to take extreme actions offline (Buckels, Trapnell, and Paulhus 2014; DiResta et al. 2018; Hwang 2017; Marwick and Lewis 2017; Tucker et al. 2018).

**Commercial motivations**

Most scholarly attention to disinformation is focused on its political implications, but a lot of disinformation is motivated by profit. However, it can sometimes be extremely difficult or impossible to distinguish between the two. Disinformation narratives that begin as commercial clickbait often become repurposed by politically motivated actors (Dewey 2016). As Bennett and Livingston (2018) note, “When this ‘for-profit’ fake news takes on partisan aspects, as it often does, it may be picked up by social media bots and distributed as part of larger disinformation campaigns.”

In a recent research report from the Philippines, Ong and Cabañes (2019) demonstrate how local conditions of image-based politics, a digitally savvy workforce, and populist resentment have resulted in a spectrum of political to profit-driven disinformation operations. They describe an in-house staff model, an advertising and PR model, and a clickbait model—in addition to state-sponsored disinformation—sometimes operating alongside one another. These kinds of distributed labor arrangements, they argue, offer plausible deniability to the politicians, donors, and strategists who orchestrate disinformation campaigns.

Prominent disinformation producers can find both political and commercial success by selling advertisements or products. For example, right-wing US-based conspiracy theorist Alex Jones sells a wide range of expensive, dubious nutritional supplements through his media properties, and some estimates have put his sales in the tens of millions of dollars (Bennett and Livingston 2018; Brown 2017; Warzel 2017). Moreover, there is growing evidence that commercial disinformation operations, botnets, and troll farms are available for hire by political and ideological movements, further blurring these conceptual lines (Applebaum et al. 2017; Bay and Fredheim 2019; Bastos and Mercea 2019; for more on this difficulty, please see our literature review on *Election Interference*).

Financial gain is one of the simplest motivations for the production of disinformation. In China, for example, large numbers of individuals known as the “internet water army” work as hidden paid posters to promote or denigrate businesses (Chen et al. 2011). Elsewhere, with even minimal linguistic and cultural knowledge, disinformation producers can reach across national borders and access substantial audiences (Higgins, McIntire, and Dance 2016). One of the best-known recent cases of apparent commercially motivated disinformation was a network of Macedonian youth who produced voluminous quantities of disinformation aimed at supporters of Donald Trump leading up to the 2016 US election.
Supported by advertising sales, the sites formed a lucrative flashpoint in the eruption of concern surrounding “fake news,” social media, and mis- and disinformation in US politics (Hwang 2017; Silverman and Alexander 2016). The low costs of distributed or automated digital production—and the minimal costs of creating bogus news content—mean that even small advertising revenues go into the profit column. As Hwang notes, the low overhead of commercial disinformation sites encourages them to copy material from other sites, modifying it only slightly, if at all. Even commercial disinformation with no obvious political motives, such as bogus product reviews on retail websites, still contributes to a confusing and demoralizing media environment where it seems nothing can be trusted.

## Political motivations

The motivations to produce disinformation narratives are the same as the motivations to produce many other kinds of political narratives: to secure popular support and mobilize voters, to differentiate in-groups and out-groups, to promote nationalism, to establish who should be considered as an ally, rival, or enemy, and so on. Just as with other forms of media messages, individuals who consume disinformation are not passive receptors. They take in, interpret, analyze, accept, reject—and sometimes reproduce—disinformation messages in ways that are influenced by their beliefs, education, prior experiences, and social contexts.

Prompted by the Brexit referendum, social divisions in India, the election of Donald Trump, and Russia’s involvement in the Ukraine conflict, a large volume of recent scholarship has focused on the more overtly political applications of disinformation. Disinformation can be employed to mobilize one’s own supporters or demobilize opponents, or merely to sow confusion and obscure political structures and social changes. While those are among the most prominent examples of political disinformation campaigns, a variety of global contexts have experienced surges in extremist and nationalist politics, with accompanying information disorders (Bennett and Livingston 2018; Wardle and Derakhshan 2017).

So what makes political disinformation—lies, slanders, provocations, propaganda—different from other political communication? Disinformation violates ethics and ideals that are important in societies everywhere, but particularly so to democratic ideals. Democratic governance is predicated on the idea that citizens have a right and a duty to be properly informed by responsible media, in order that they can make appropriate decisions in the common good and hold officials to account. (This, at any rate, has been the ideal—see David Karpf’s [Expert Reflection](#) for his take on how this myth works in practice.) Such ideals are enshrined in documents like the 1947 report of the Commission on Freedom of the Press (commonly known as the Hutchins Commission), a landmark document that reveals postwar fears about the power of mass media. In this light, concerns over disinformation become
concerns about sustaining a core ideal of democratic society.

Russia

Russia has been orchestrating prominent, comprehensive, and sophisticated disinformation campaigns aimed both within its borders and outside them.[1] In light of its historical geopolitical importance and renewed rivalry with the United States, Western scholars have been closely following its tactics and attempting to explain its motivations. In a 2019 report, Martin and Shapiro identified 38 recent or ongoing Russian influence campaigns aimed at 19 countries, most of them in Europe or North America. The Russian aims were diverse and ranged from supporting separatist or extremist movements to undermining relationships between European neighbors. Some of Russia’s campaigns involved influencing elections in one way or another, which we address at greater length here (see also DiResta et al. 2018). Again, this evidence of influence efforts should not be confused with measurable effects on elections. There is no evidence that Russian influence directly affected voting behavior (Benkler 2019). As Sides, Tesler, and Vavreck (2019) point out, reports that describe tens of thousands of bots, or millions of disinformation tweets, suffer from a “denominator problem.” They point out that such Russian content represented “an infinitesimal fraction” of overall social media content during the election. This is not to say that it had no effects—Russian efforts have contributed to an atmosphere of distrust—but as Benkler cautions, we should not give them more credit than they deserve at the risk of further undermining trust in institutions.

Writing from a security perspective, some observers argue that Russia sees itself in a political conflict, with the US and other Western countries trying to reduce its sphere of influence (Karlsen 2016; Franke 2015; Heier 2016; Danish Defense Intelligence Service 2015). In this light, Russia’s disinformation efforts should be considered alongside its invasion of Georgia in 2008, military interventions in Ukraine (2014) and Syria (2015), and more recently its support for the Maduro regime in Venezuela (Toosi 2019). These represent efforts to buffer its borders, expand influence, and protect strategic and economic interests.

Karlsen (2016) and Nimmo (2015) describe Russia’s disinformation apparatus as inherently multifaceted. Broadly speaking, its aims have been to support the state’s political objectives, to gain audience support, and to discredit the West. In this last area, Nimmo argues, Russia employs a four-pronged strategy of “dismiss the critic, distort the facts, distract from the main issue and dismay the audience.” Karlsen argues that the Russian disinformation apparatus is merely an extension of strategies that date back to the Soviets. The tactics being deployed internationally are copied from internal methods for discrediting and demobilizing political opposition.
Approaching from a slightly different perspective, Pomerantsev and Weiss (2014) argue that Russia is using the tenets of liberal democracy against itself. The strategy involves confusing the audience more than convincing them—encouraging people to give up searching for truth rather than convincing them that something is or is not real.

Fedor and Fredheim (2017) continue in that vein, arguing that Russian creators of political messaging see social media platforms as tools of Western domination and are responding to the new affordances of visual culture on platforms such as YouTube. As the authors dive into the work of a Russian media entrepreneur and video creator, they link his work to a much broader strategy of limiting dissent online and managing narratives without obvious censorship or overt repression. Despite those strategic linkages, they show that the actual process of producing content can “be a rather messier and less linear process than the standard model of a top-down ‘Kremlin propaganda machine’ would suggest.” They see Russia’s strategic goal as discrediting systems of liberal democracy while legitimating an authoritarian alternative.

**Political disinformation in the United States**

Many recent studies of political communication in the United States have been sparked by the rhetorical strategies and disinformation narratives of the Donald Trump campaign and administration. Trump himself may turn out to be an outlier in the study of political disinformation in American politics—it remains to be seen whether his successors embrace his rhetorical strategies, and with what success. McGranahan (2017) argues that Trump’s lying represents an effort not only to rewrite history, but to claim authenticity while denying it to his political rivals and to dehumanize various groups through his populist messaging.

In the United States, scholars have noted a distinct asymmetry in the production of and exposure to disinformation on the political spectrum, with those on the political right more likely to produce and circulate disinformation (Barrett 2019a, 2019b; Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018; Bennett and Livingston 2018; Faris et al. 2017; Marwick 2018; Nithyanand, Schaffner, and Gill 2017). This seems to be true across media types and social media platforms, but as Marwick (2018) notes, citing Benkler and Faris, this does not mean that conservatives are more likely to believe misinformation—but it does mean that their information environment is disproportionally filled with dubious narratives and low-quality content. There are also asymmetries within the conservative media landscape, as Bennett and Livingston (2018, 125) argue that “strategic partisan disinformation” is what distinguishes the so-called alt-right from other conservative media. Benkler, Faris, and Roberts (2018) find that on the American left, the mainstream, professional media outlets
are “playing a moderating effect on partisan bullshit,” whereas on the right, the mainstream professional outlets actually amplify that content. They trace this asymmetry to long-term shifts in the American political landscape, arguing that the forces commonly blamed for disinformation—including Russia and Facebook—all rely “on the asymmetric partisan ecosystem that has developed over the past four decades. What that means in practice, for Americans, is that solutions that focus purely on short-term causes, like the Facebook algorithm, are unlikely to significantly improve our public discourse” (2018, 21, 98). They argue instead that the best fix for that asymmetry would be to the aspects of professional journalism that serve to amplify propaganda, like the include-both-sides model of objectivity. In other words, the problem is not social media or foreign interference themselves. The problem is a much deeper division that foreign actors take advantage of, and that fuels the emotion-driven social media business model.

In a similar vein, Nithyanand, Schaffner, and Gill (2017) found marked asymmetries in what they call “incivility” and “fake news” between Democratic- and Republican-leaning Reddit pages, with the American right exposed to significantly more of both kinds of content. In their preprint manuscript, the authors said that Republican subreddits were far more likely to be exposed to so-called fake news than any other group, which had not been the case before the 2016 elections. Noting that the two major candidates were the most disliked in modern American history (see also Saad 2016), they situate their findings in a context of increasing partisan polarization (see our literature review on Contexts of Misinformation for more). They found that political discussions had declined in complexity and increased in incivility since the start of the 2016 election cycle, and that “notably, this rise in incivility is overwhelmingly located on Republican (rather than Democratic) subreddits” (2017, 14). While incivility and misinformation are not the same thing, the authors argue that misinformation helps fuel incivility.

However, while the recent history of right-leaning media in the US has resulted in that part of the political spectrum being disproportionately engaged in the production, circulation, and consumption of dis- and misinformation (Barrett 2019a, 2019b; Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018; Narayanan et al. 2018), the production and targeting of disinformation is certainly not limited to the political right. A left-leaning group aimed a disinformation campaign[3] at the Alabama special Senate election in 2017, which attempted to persuade conservatives not to vote for scandal-plagued, far-right candidate Roy Moore, who narrowly lost (Timberg et al. 2019). At the same time, Russian trolls mounted an operation in support of Moore’s candidacy (Martin and Shapiro 2019). That said, Bennett and Livingston (2018) argue that while the radical right embraces strategic, partisan disinformation tactics, the radical left is more likely to organize mobilizations such as Occupy Wall Street and the 15-M anti-austerity campaign in Spain. They further argue that the United States is “exceptional in the degree to which disinformation has become fully integrated into national politics” (2018,
130) but that similar patterns of disruption can be seen in many other democracies, a trend they attribute to right-wing movements disenchanted with institutions and governments.

Evidence is growing that disinformation campaigns disproportionately target marginalized and vulnerable groups in “divide-and-conquer” strategies designed to manipulate and disenfranchise. Joseff and Woolley (2019), in the executive summary of a series of case studies from the 2018 midterm elections, describe a spike in foreign and domestic efforts targeting such groups with disinformation and harassment. Their case studies included groups such as gun-owning black women, Jewish Americans, and moderate Republicans. Most of the harassment directed at them was produced by individuals, but bots were deployed to spread disinformation narratives. The authors further described how “adversarial groups are co-opting images, videos, hashtags, and information previously used or generated by social and issue-focused groups—and then repurposing this content in order to camouflage disinformation and harassment campaigns” (2019, 6). Disinformation campaigns frequently relied on longstanding racial and cultural stereotypes and conspiracy narratives to vilify and divide marginalized groups.

**Other case studies - Venezuela, India, Myanmar**

Coordinated disinformation campaigns have occurred in a variety of global situations, each with its own unique political context. A 2019 report by the Oxford Internet Institute found “evidence of organized social media manipulation campaigns … in 70 countries, up from 48 in 2018 and 28 in 2017,” and 52 of those campaigns involved the creation of disinformation or manipulation of media (Bradshaw and Howard 2019, i, 15). In some areas, disinformation producers have played off longstanding sectarian or ethnic tensions, while in others they have sought to aggravate class divides or existing political schisms. In Venezuela, for example, prior to the Guiadó crisis in the spring of 2019, a 2015 study found that both the regime and its opposition used botnets to amplify their messaging, with the most active accounts in the service of the opposition. Some bots were posing as politicians and political organizations, typically associated with the opposition Voluntad Popular party. Bots were generally used to promote what the authors termed “innocuous” political events rather than spread misinformation (Forelle et al. 2015). A few years later, as political and economic turmoil deepened and the government shut down all but its own allied outlets, news reports said that both sides were filling the vacuum with online disinformation campaigns to obscure events and discredit opponents (Bandeira 2019; Nugent 2019; Toro 2019). Twitter said it had shut down 2,000 accounts, more than half of which it linked to a state-aligned influence effort aimed at domestic audiences (Lima 2019).
In India, the world’s largest democracy, concerns have been growing over online disinformation, political divisions, and sectarian-ethnic violence. India is the largest market for WhatsApp, a messaging service owned by Facebook. Rumors of child kidnappings, cow slaughters, and other inflammatory content have circulated rapidly on the app, and have been blamed for dozens of killings. In response to the violence, the government has pressured WhatsApp to make technological changes (Arun 2019; Bengali 2019; Dixit and Mac 2018; Madrigal 2018). However, the exact circumstances of many of these incidents are difficult to verify, and it is not appropriate to blame them solely on social media, as the history of sectarian and ethnic violence in India is long and complicated—nor do we wish to contribute to a discourse with colonial roots that positions Indian citizens as impressionable and in need of protection from information (Mazzarella 2013).

It is also not clear who produces or spreads these disinformation narratives in India, in part because of WhatsApp’s focus on privacy and opacity—users of the service cannot see where a forwarded message originated. While WhatsApp may facilitate the spread of certain kinds of information, Madrigal (2018) and Arun (2019) argue that WhatsApp itself is not the root of the violence problem, countering media narratives like a BuzzFeed article titled “How WhatsApp Destroyed a Village” (Dixit and Mac 2018). Madrigal points out that WhatsApp rumors in other contexts do not typically lead to communal violence. Similarly, Arun points to mob violence incidents in which social media do not seem to have played a significant role. Arun and other observers have gestured instead to right-wing political groups, the mobilization of hatred, nationalist politics, and failures in government as the true sources of the violence (Arun 2019; Madrigal 2018; Poonam and Bansal 2019; Yashoda 2018).

The Indian government has responded to the violent incidents by shutting down mobile internet service in affected areas, with more than 116 such shutdowns in 2018 alone (Burgess 2018). Some of the faked or manipulated content has distinctly political tones, such as false narratives trying to link Congress party officials to the February 2019 Pulwama suicide attack (Nielsen 2019). As Nielsen shows, however, India’s disinformation problem extends beyond social media, with large numbers of respondents saying they distrust some news media and are concerned about shoddy reporting, partisan content, and spin. Complicating the situation are accusations that the governing Bharatiya Janata Party and Prime Minister Narendra Modi are the main beneficiaries of partisan and sectarian disinformation circulating on social media and through Modi’s own “NaMo” app. Similar accusations have been made about the opposition Congress party (Bansal 2019; Bisen 2019; Madrigal 2018; Patil 2019; Ponniah 2019; Poonam and Bansal 2019).

Social media have played a somewhat clearer role in ethnic violence in Myanmar. Following telecom deregulation in 2013, Facebook quickly became the dominant communications method in the country (Stecklow 2018). Again, social media are certainly not the cause of
the violence against the Muslim Rohingya minority—the underlying tensions go back decades in Myanmar’s post-colonial history—but they are being used to incite hatred, spread fear, and encourage violence. In a report calling for genocide charges against Myanmar’s military leaders, UN investigators criticized Facebook for its lethargic reaction in addressing hate speech and incitement to violence on its platform (Nebehay 2018). In Myanmar, some of the producers of disinformation are easily identified, and have included military leaders and the Buddhist monk and nationalist leader Wirathu. Much of the incendiary content on Facebook is hate speech or what Lee (2019) calls “extreme speech,” but observers have documented other rhetorical strategies, such as false rumors of rape by Muslim men and doctored photographs (Barron 2018; Hodal 2013; Lee 2019; Slodkowski 2018; Stecklow 2018; van Klinken and Aung 2017). In late 2018, Facebook removed hundreds of pages, saying that they were engaged in “coordinated inauthentic behavior” and that “seemingly independent news, entertainment, beauty and lifestyle pages were linked to the Myanmar military” (Facebook 2018).

Because of the pace of academic publishing and the challenges of social science research under Myanmar’s regime, most of what we know so far has come from sources like investigative journalism and human rights agency reports. However, a few academic publications have appeared since the uptick in violence in 2017, which began with insurgent attacks on police stations (for research from earlier in the 2010s, see the 2017 special issue of Journal of Contemporary Asia). Lee suggests that state media, such as the newspaper Global New Light of Myanmar, contribute to an information environment that allows and encourages hate speech, signaling the kinds of online messages that the regime finds acceptable. Lee further argues that state media messaging obscures atrocities, ignores the history of official discrimination against Rohingya, and “encourages readers to believe the country is under siege from Muslims” (2019, 3214). Finally, Kyaw (2019) argues in a commentary that the government has focused on “fake news” as a problem because it deflects blame away from the ongoing anti-Rohingya hate speech problem, an observation that, if true, suggests that the problem of disinformation in Myanmar’s mediasphere has itself become a meta-disinformation narrative.

The research from Venezuela, India, and Myanmar demonstrates that while social media can form a node of disinformation production, that node operates alongside problematic mass media (or mass media that are perceived to be problematic). Those media, at least in some cases, are aligned with governments, parties, and entrenched power structures. Untangling these interactions between social or “new” media and traditional mass media is crucial to understanding how disinformation campaigns function. These alignments provide further evidence that disinformation is not solely an online problem, or new media problem, but one connected to longstanding disparities in media access between political elites and those lower on the socioeconomic ladder.
Conclusion

Disinformation campaigns vary with their specific social, cultural, and geographic contexts, but certain trends are emerging. While disinformation seems to have strong correlations with nationalist politics and authoritarian states, it can be produced in established democracies by groups disaffected by institutional governance or fearful of losing their traditional advantages. While disinformation can be generated by or aimed at leftists, at least for now it seems to be disproportionately prevalent on the political right in Europe and the United States—though as Ruths (2019) argues, it may be that left-wing audiences assimilate and spread misinformation in ways that we do not observe as consistently. Disinformation can mobilize or demobilize a target population, but it can also be effectively employed to merely confuse or distract (Karlsen 2016; King, Pan, and Roberts 2017; Tucker et al. 2018).

In light of these and other developments, scholars such as Robert W. McChesney (2013), Safiya Noble (2018), and Siva Vaidhyanathan (2012; 2018) are asking that societies reconsider their relationships to new technologies and the corporate institutions that control them. Mejias and Vokuev (2017), building on the work of McChesney and others, argue that the internet is becoming an inherently conservative technology, one that reduces individual agency, demobilizes and surveils civil society, and bolsters entrenched power structures. While social media and other internet technologies have facilitated change and revolution in countries with governments unprepared to respond, both autocratic and democratic states can harness their surveillance power and disrupt democratic and opposition movements through disinformation—and all as the tech platforms continue to profit.

Avenues for future study

In much of the research discussed above, the actual producer of disinformation is missing. We tend to know much more about the institutions that sponsor disinformation producers, and the platforms and networks on which they spread their narratives. In most cases, the identities and motivations of the real people sitting at computers or tapping on phones are unknown. Some studies (e.g., Phillips 2011, 2012; Fedor and Fredheim 2017) have shed light on these individuals with more ethnographic approaches. Either social scientists have largely left this area of research to investigative journalists, or their research has not yet reached publication, with exceptions like recent work by Ong and Cabañas (2019).

One potentially rich vein of research examines the involvement (or noninvolvement) of elites in shaping media discourse, extending a chain of inquiry that traces back to Powdermaker
(1950) and Herman and Chomsky (1988). This research has contributed to the idea that people in positions of power in industry, media, and politics have disproportionate effects on what ideas are considered important, and the ways they are discussed in societies. For example, Brulle, Carmichael, and Jenkins (2012) suggest that disagreement among American political elites on climate change has contributed to polarization of the issue and to decreasing levels of public concern following an increase in 2006 and 2007. On the other hand, Oliver and Wood (2014) present us with a paradox about elite opinions: Many scholars argue that elites are the drivers of public opinion. But if that is the case, Oliver and Wood ask, why do so many Americans believe in conspiracy theories that run counter to mainstream explanations and demonstrate suspicion of political elites and their motives? Research by Starbird (2017) also demonstrates the complexity of conspiracy narratives, which she finds are often tied to a strong political agenda and are frequently antiglobalist and critical of Western governments, but do not align with the mainstream left-right divide in US politics. Consideration of these questions becomes more complicated in different national contexts. For example, Bennett and Livingston (2018) show that right-wing information networks operate differently in different countries and have varying relationships to their political structures.

Other related avenues of study might involve the relationships between mis- and disinformation, populist politics, and epistemic authority. For example, Ylä-Anttila (2018) argues that rather than rely on “common sense” or experiential knowledge, right-wing populists in Finland employ “counterknowledge” supported by their own alternative inquiries and authorities to counter mainstream policy.

Our grateful acknowledgement to Sarah Oates, Jacob N. Shapiro, and Kris-Stella Trump for their feedback during the writing process for this research review.

[1] Other nations, including the United States, aim disinformation at their rivals, interfere in foreign elections, and mislead their citizens through the media. However, experts have argued that Soviet and neo-Soviet concepts of the mass media are very different from elsewhere, and that those concepts position the mass media as tools to maintain and project the power of the state at home and abroad (Oates 2007, Schramm 1984 [1956]).

[2] The authors cite a definition of bullshit developed by Harry Frankfurt, “which covers communicating with no regard to the truth or falsehood of the statements made” (Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018, 32)

[3] This effort was funded in part by Reid Hoffman, who is also a funder of MediaWell. In an apology, Hoffman said he had no knowledge of how his money had been used (Romm, Timberg, and Davis 2018).
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